We study the contributions Σ 0 and Σ 1 , proportional to a 0 and a 1 , to the fermion selfenergy in Wilson's formulation of lattice QCD with UV-filtering in the fermion action. We derive results for m crit and the renormalization factors Z S , Z P , Z V , Z A to 1-loop order in perturbation theory for several filtering recipes (APE, HYP, EXP, HEX), both with and without a clover term. The perturbative series is much better behaved with filtering, in particular tadpole resummation proves irrelevant. Our non-perturbative data for m crit and Z A /(Z m Z P ) show that the combination of filtering and clover improvement efficiently reduces the amount of chiral symmetry breaking -we find residual masses am res = O(10 −2 ).
Introduction
The Wilson formulation of lattice QCD breaks the chiral symmetry among the light flavors [1, 2] . Accordingly, Wilson fermions undergo an additive (and multiplicative) mass renormalization. While this is not a problem in principle -the explicit breaking disappears if the lattice spacing a is sent to zero [3] -it entails a number of complications in numerical work based on this formulation. There are several strategies how the additive mass renormalization might be reduced. A popular choice, to augment the action by a clover term, has the merit of reducing cut-off effects from O(a) to O(ag 2 0 , ..., a 2 ) [4, 5, 6] . Another possibility, referred to as UV-filtering, is to replace all covariant derivatives in the fermion action by smeared descendents, as proposed in a staggered context [7, 8, 9] and later applied to Wilson/clover fermions [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . We find that filtering indeed ameliorates important technical properties of the Wilson operator, as does the clover term without filtering. The real improvement, however, comes from combining the two.
With standard conventions the (r = 1) Wilson operator takes the form
where I is the identity in spinor space. The Sheikholeslami-Wohlert "clover" operator follows by adding a hermitean contribution proportional to the gauge field strength [5] D SW (x, y) = D W (x, y) − c SW 2 µ<ν σ µν F µν δ x,y
with σ µν = i 2
[γ µ , γ ν ] and F µν the hermitean "clover-leaf" operator. In order to cancel the O(a) contributions, the coefficient c SW needs to be properly tuned. In perturbation theory one finds c SW = 1 at the tree-level and a correction proportional to the n-th power of g Table 1 : Additive mass shift S for "thin link" Wilson or clover fermions and after APE or HYP filtering with standard parameters. The uncertainty is of order one in the last digit quoted.
rather bad convergence properties. Therefore, the ALPHA collaboration has started a nonperturbative improvement program [15] . Another approach is to resum the tadpole contributions [16] , since they are quite sizable. For filtered Wilson/clover quarks this might be different -we elaborate on "fat link" perturbation theory [11, 17, 18, 14] , and we compare these predictions to (non-perturbative) data. It turns out that filtered perturbation theory shows a much better convergence behavior, but still, it does not describe the data very accurately. The agreement is (at accessible couplings) much better than in the unfiltered theory, but it is far from being completely satisfactory. We find that the additive mass shift is two orders of magnitude smaller than without filtering, and this is extremely useful in phenomenological studies.
The following two sections contain our perturbative results for UV-filtered Wilson/clover fermions. Sect. 2 focuses on the additive mass shift with 1, 2, 3 steps of APE, HYP, EXP, HEX filtering and arbitrary improvement coefficient c SW . Sect. 3 contains our 1-loop results for the renormalization factors Z S , Z P , Z V , Z A with these filterings, a reminder how improved currents are constructed, and a comment on tadpole resummation. Sect. 4 presents our non-perturbative data for the additive mass shift and some renormalization factors, both with c SW = 0 and c SW = 1. Sect. 5 contains our summary. Details of "fat-link" perturbation theory, of an explicit mass shift calculation and of the parameter dependence have been arranged in three appendices.
Additive mass shift with UV filtering in 1-loop PT
In this paper we consider four types of filtering: APE, HYP, EXP, HEX. The fist two are well known [19, 9] , the third one has been named "stout" in [20] , and the fourth one is a straightforward application of the hypercubic nesting trick on the latter (see App. A for details). While on a technical level the smearing produces a smoothed gauge background, it is in fact a different choice of the discretization of the covariant derivative in the Dirac operator and therefore leads to an irrelevant change of the fermionic action (provided the filtering recipe is unchanged when taking the continuum limit).
In our analytical and numerical investigations we use the "standard" parameters
for APE and EXP smearing, and similarly the "standard" parameters 
for HYP and HEX smearing. The two values in (3) are related by giving an identical 1-loop prediction for all quantities of interest (e.g. −am crit ), and the same statement holds for the hypercubically nested recipes (4), see App. A for details. Accordingly, all perturbative tables with label "APE" will apply to EXP, too, and ditto for a label "HYP" and the HEX recipe. The additive mass shift is given by the self-energy Σ 0 via [note that am crit < 0 with (13)]
where S is the quantity that is usually tabulated and C F = 4/3 for SU(3) gauge group. Generalizing a standard calculation [21] to "fat-link" perturbation theory (see App. A for a summary) one may work out 1-loop predictions for S [11, 18] . We have done this for arbitrary c SW . From inspecting Tab. 1 one notices that c SW = 1 alone reduces the additive mass shift by a factor 1.6. Filtering alone achieves a factor 3.8 or 7.4 with a single APE or HYP step, respectively. However, the combination reduces it by a factor 10.5 or 26.0, and hence proves much more efficient than any one of the ingredients alone. The tuned c SW that would achieve zero mass shift is slightly above 2 in the thin-link case, and slightly above 1 in all cases with filtering. This is the first indication that filtered c SW = 1 clover fermions break the chiral symmetry in a much milder way than filtered Wilson or unfiltered clover fermions. An important question is, of course, to which extent this is realized non-perturbatively, and we shall address this issue in due course.
3 Renormalization factors with UV filtering in 1-loop PT
Generic setup
In general, the matrix elements of some operator O cont j (µ) in the continuum MS scheme and its lattice counterparts O latt k (a) are related by
with C F = 4/3 for SU(3) gauge group. Typically (e.g. for 4-fermion operators and a non-chiral action), k runs over other chiralities than j. For 2-fermion operators, this mixing shows up at higher orders in an expansion in the lattice spacing a, and packing it into the construction of improved currents, one is left with the diagonal term in (7). With our convention (which agrees with [21] , but not with [14] ) a value z X > 0 signals Z X < 1. Specifically (with X = S, P, V, A),
for the (pseudo-)scalar densities and the (axial-)vector currents, with corrections of order O(g 4 0 ) throughout.
Results for Z S , Z P , Z V , Z A for Wilson and clover fermions
The same approach of combining FORM-based [22] standard perturbative procedures [21] with "fat-link" perturbation theory that has been used in the previous section for the additive mass shift, allows one to work out the renormalization factors Z S , Z P , Z V , Z A for arbitrary c SW .
Our results for z X with X = S, P, V, A in the unimproved case c SW = 0 are summarized in Tab. 2. An important check is that (z P −z S )/2 and z V −z A should coincide [23] . The pertinent entries indicate that the integration routine yields at least 6 significant digits.
Our results for z X with X = S, P, V, A in the improved case c SW = 1 are summarized in Tab. 3. Again we check the quality of the agreement between (z P −z S )/2 and z V −z A . Moreover, since these figures indicate the amount of chiral symmetry breaking [23] , it is instructive to compare the bottom lines of Tab. 2 to those of Tab. 3. Improvement alone reduces z V −z A by a factor 3.1.
which is free of mixing effects, but it is well known that (at least in the unfiltered case) this is not sufficient to be in the Symanzik O(a 2 ) scaling regime for accessible couplings. Throughout, we use the flavor decomposition X = X [15, 25, 26, 27] for details. The main message is that most of the 1-loop corrections are large, since g 2 0 ≃ 1. With these expressions at hand, improved currents follow via
(∂ µ + ∂ * µ ) denotes the forward-backward symmetric derivative. Clearly, this is a complicated mixing pattern involving even the tensor current. Still, with perturbative coefficients 1 Throughout, we use c SW to the previous order in quantities which depend on it; these Z X are for c SW = 1. it remains (in the unfiltered theory) a challenge to reach those couplings where the Symanzik scaling with O(a 2 ) cut-off effects sets in. This is why (in the thin-link theory) a non-perturbative determination of the renormalization constants and improvement coefficients is preferred [15] .
Our hope is that with filtering perturbative improvement at the 1-loop level is a viable strategy. An important check is how well the renormalized VWI quark mass and the renormalized AWI quark mass coincide. The (bare) Wilson or clover quark mass is defined as
with κ tree = 1/8, and the (renormalized) VWI quark mass then follows through
The (bare) PCAC quark mass is defined through (for A µ and P built from degenerate quarks)
and the (renormalized) AWI quark mass then follows through
In (14, 16 ) the details of the conversion from the specific cut-off scheme on the r.h.s. to the standard MS-scheme on the l.h.s. are built into the renormalization factors. If we had c SW and
0 ) cut-off effects could be realized. At the time, we lack the knowledge of any improvement coefficient at the 1-loop level (with filtering). Accordingly, the following section is devoted to a preliminary test with tree-level improvement coefficients and 1-loop renormalization factors. Still, since the perturbative series converges so well, our hope is that this test does not fail completely -otherwise higher order corrections could barely save the case.
Irrelevance of tadpole resummation
One of the attractive features of filtered Dirac operators is that 1-loop renormalization factors and improvement coefficients are much closer to their tree-level values, suggesting a better convergence pattern. Obviously, a first guess says this is mostly due to the tadpole contribution being much smaller than in the unfiltered theory.
In Feynman gauge the "thin-link" tadpole diagram with the value 12.233050g
, which is responsible for many of the large corrections in unfiltered perturbation theory [16] , gets reduced as detailed in Tab. 5 for a broad range of α APE and n iter parameters. Note that these numbers hold for arbitrary c SW , since the dependence on the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert parameter comes through quark-gluon vertices with an odd number of gluons.
In Landau gauge the effect is even more pronounced, as shown in Tab. 6. Here, the "thin link" value is 9.174788g
, and a smearing parameter α APE < α APE max = 0.75 seems to be beneficial (cf. App. A for details on α APE max ). In this gauge the sunset diagram is rather small, regardless of the filtering level. We checked that, for the extreme choice (α APE , n iter ) = (0.45, 10), we reproduce the result 0.2597053g
2 ) of [11] . From this observation it is plausible that tadpole improvement is not necessary -i.e. has barely an effect -in fat-link perturbation theory. This leaves us optimistic that the perturbative series might converge much better for filtered actions. The real issue is, of course, whether such perturbative predictions will agree with non-perturbative data. Table 7 : Matched (β, L/a) combinations to achieve L/r 0 = 2.98 as accurately as possible, based on the interpolation formula of [28] . n conf is the number of configurations per filtering and mass.
Non-perturbative tests
Here, we investigate how well a perturbative improvement program with 1-loop renormalization factors and tree-level improvement coefficients works with filtered Wilson/clover fermions. Since no phenomenological insight is attempted, we work in the quenched theory. We wish to cover a regime of couplings from β ≃ 5.8 to β ≃ 6.4 with the Wilson (plaquette) action and we work in a fixed physical volume as defined through the Sommer radius r 0 [28] . The corresponding parameters (realizing L/r 0 = 2.98, and thus L ≃ 1.49 fm if r 0 = 0.5 fm) are given in Tab. 7.
Technically, we produce a smeared copy of the actual gauge field, and evaluate the fermion action on that smoothed background. This differs from the approach taken in [13] , since our entire D W in (2) is constructed from smoothed links. See App. B for details.
Data for m crit ,Z A with APE/HYP/EXP/HEX filtering
For clover fermions one has, up to O(ag 2 0 , ..., a 2 ) terms, the vector and axial-vector Ward identities 
The unmixed densities/currentsX with X = S, P, V, A have been given in (12) . Note that either r.h.s. is scale-independent, since Z m = 1/Z S and the two renormalization factors Z S and Z P run synchronously. Finally, due to the b m term in (14) , m crit does not drop out of the r.h.s. of (17) (18), the slope is proportional to Z m Z P /Z A . More specifically, we restrict ourselves to degenerate quark masses (i.e. m 1 = m 2 ) and employ the fitting ansatz
with m 0 the bare fermion mass given in (13) . The goal is to test how well the fitted −am crit andZ A = Z A /(Z m Z P ) agree with the 1-loop prediction. In principle, the coefficient b m is known at tree level. It turns out that using this value leads to unacceptable fits. On the other hand, our data are not precise enough to allow us to use b m as a parameter. The quoted fits use b m = 0; this leads in most cases to acceptable chisquares, and the few exceptions might be due to our limited statistics (cf. Tab. 7). In fact, our data (taken at fixed am PCAC to limit the CPU requirements) do not show any visible curvature - Fig. 2 shows the data for three (out of five) couplings. We performed several alternative fits (e.g. by dropping the last data point), and as a result we estimate that the theoretical uncertainty is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the statistical error quoted in Tabs. 8-11.
Our non-perturbative data for −am crit are given in Tab. 8 and Tab. 9 for the Wilson (c SW = 0) and clover (c SW = 1) case, respectively. As an illustration, we add the 1-loop prediction that follows from (5, 13) and Tab. 1. We did not measure the unfiltered −am crit , since it would be too expensive for our computational resources, and the large discrepancy between the perturbative and non-perturbative critical mass for unfiltered actions is well known.
Our non-perturbative data forZ A are given in Tab. 10 and Tab. 11 for the cases c SW = 0 and c SW = 1, respectively. Note thatZ A is scale-independent, since Z m = 1/Z S , and the factors Z S and Z P run synchronously. Again, we add the 1-loop prediction that follows from (7) and Tabs. 2 -4. For similar reasons as above, we did not measure the unfilteredZ A .
The overall impression from Tabs. 8-11 is that 1-loop perturbation theory does not give very accurate predictions for non-perturbatively determined renormalization factors, if the improvement coefficients are taken at tree-level. However, the mismatch is much smaller if filtering and improvement is used -as soon as one of the ingredients is missing, the "agreement" gets much worse. The virtue of the combined "filtering and improvement" program is that all renormalization factors and improvement coefficients are close to their respective tree-level values. This is in marked contrast to other schemes (e.g. [16] ) in which these quantities are far from 0 and 1, respectively, and the challenge is to reproduce these big numbers in perturbation theory.
Rational fits for m crit with APE/HYP/EXP/HEX filtering
We know from (5) that asymptotically −am crit → g 2 0 S/(12π 2 ) = S/(2π 2 β) with S given in Tab. 1. Accordingly, if we fit our data with the rational ansatz
then the coefficient c 1 would correspond, in the weak coupling regime, to S/(12π 2 ) with S given in Tab. 1. Our data are not in the weak coupling regime, but still it is interesting to check how much the coefficient c 1 from an unconstrained fit deviates from the perturbative value. The result is shown in Fig. 3 and Tab. 12. As was to be anticipated from our discussion of Tabs.8-9, the "agreement" is not very good. On an absolute scale the numbers are close, since they are all much smaller than one. On a relative scale, they deviate by a substantial factor. In spite of this disagreement, the non-perturbative data still show a consistency c , as predicted in PT. We find this amusing, in particular in view of the fact that the corresponding (in PT) curves in Fig. 3 are not close at all.
Rational fits forZ A with APE/HYP/EXP/HEX filtering
We know from (7) that asymptoticallyZ
. Accordingly, if we fit our data with the rational ansatz
then d 1 −d 3 would correspond, in the weak coupling regime, to (z A +z S −z P )/(12π 2 ) with z A , z S , z P given in Tabs. 2 -4. The result of our fits is displayed in Fig. 4 . Again, there is no quantitative agreement between 1-loop perturbation theory forZ A and our non-perturbative data, based on tree-level improvement coefficients. Still, comparing the two graphs in Fig. 4 , one is led to believe that with appropriate 1-loop improvement coefficients the situation might be better.
Rational fits for m res with APE/HYP/EXP/HEX filtering
We may express our result in terms of m res = m PCAC (m 0 = 0).Z A ≃ 1 implies m res ≃ −m crit , and we refrain from copying Tabs. 8-9 with minimal modifications. Again, we performed rational fits, and the result looks very similar to Fig. 3 
Summary
We have presented a systematic study of filtered Wilson and clover quarks in quenched QCD. We have derived results at 1-loop order in weak-coupling perturbation theory for −am crit and the renormalization factors Z X with X = S, P, V, A with four filterings [APE, HYP, EXP, HEX], in some cases with 1,2,3 iterations. We have compared these predictions to non-perturbative data for −am crit andZ A = Z A Z S /Z P in a simulation without improvement and with tree-level improvement coefficients. We find no quantitative agreement in this specific setup. Still, the tremendous progress that comes through the combination of tree-level improvement and filtering leaves us optimistic that a theory with 1-loop improvement coefficients and 2-loop renormalization factors might work in practice. By this we mean that a continuum extrapolation can be done from accessible couplings as if the theory would have O(a 2 ) cut-off effects only. It turns out that lattice perturbation theory for UV-filtered fermion actions is not much more complicated than for unfiltered actions. For instance, our formula (73) gives a compact 1-loop expression for the critical mass with an arbitrary number of APE smearings, and shows that am crit → 0 for n iter → ∞. Since our results in the main part of the article were derived in a fully automated manner, we feel that this explicit calculation provides an important check.
One particularly compelling feature of filtered clover actions is that tadpole resummation is not needed; in fact it barely changes the result. This suggests that perturbation theory for filtered clover quarks converges well. In consequence, we expect that for filtered clover fermions the non-perturbative improvement conditions as implemented by the ALPHA collaboration [15] will yield values consistent with such perturbative predictions.
A beneficial feature in phenomenological applications is the low noise in observables built from filtered clover quarks. We have been able to determine m crit to ∼ 3% statistical accuracy from just a handful of configurations. Therefore, the "filtering" comes at no cost -it actually reduces the CPU time needed to obtain a predefined accuracy in the continuum limit.
Let us comment on the filtering in two different fermion formulations. It is clear that twistedmass Wilson fermions would benefit from filtering, too. The dramatic renormalization of the twist angle would be tamed and it would be much easier to realize maximum (renormalized) twist. For rather different technical reasons, filtering has proven useful for overlap fermions [18, 29, 30] . In our technical study we decided to stay with c SW = 0, because the overlap prescription achieves automatic O(a) on-shell improvement. It is not clear to us whether the better chiral properties of a clover kernel could translate into further savings in the overlap construction.
We hope that, once the 1-loop value for c SW with n iterations of the EXP/stout recipe [20] is known 3 , filtered clover fermions are ready for use in large-scale dynamical simulations. An important point is, of course, the smallest valence quark mass that can be reached for a given coupling and sea quark mass (partially quenched setup). We find am constant residual mass in physical units, m
HYP res
≃ 27 MeV. Since this mass is much smaller than in the unfiltered case, it is natural to hope that one can reach smaller valence quark masses (in the quenched or partially quenched setup) before one runs into the problem of "exceptional" configurations. Furthermore, if mixing with unwanted chiralities in 4-fermi operators is an O((am res )
2 ) effect [31] in our case, too, the small residual mass would be relevant for electroweak phenomenology. Clearly, these topics deserve detailed investigations.
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A Fat link perturbation theory in d dimensions

A.1 APE smearing
In d dimensions and with general gauge group G, standard APE smearing is defined through
where the sum ("staple") includes 2(d−1) terms. The projection P G is needed, since in general the staple is no longer a group element. For the perturbative expansion we substitute
. The prefactors 1−α, α/(2d−2) ensure that in PT the effect of P G is already taken care of. For 2-quark and 4-quark renormalization factors at 1-loop order only the linear part is relevant [11] . After shifting x → x−μ 2 one obtains at leading order
where the sum now extends over all positive ν. This may be recast into the form
which is suitable for a Fourier transformation. This leads to the final relation
where the transverse part is simply a form-factor
n as emphasized in [11] .
A.2 HYP smearing
In d ≥ 3 dimensions d−1 levels of restricted APE smearings may be nested in such a way that the final "fat" link contains only "thin" links in the adjacent hypercubes [9] . Specifically, in d = 4 the linearized HYP relation reads (note that α 3,2,1 refer to step 1,2,3, respectively)
and it is easy to see that the core recipe in each step is an APE smearing in 2,3,4 dimensions, respectively. Therefore, the Fourier transform leads to the relations
where a simplification specific to the innermost level has been applied. Plugging everything in we obtain a compact momentum space representation for one level of HYP smearing
which, however, entails some orthogonality constraints. To get rid of the latter, we apply a number of tricks. First, the sum over σ is split into two parts. The part quadratic inq σ can be made independent of the summation index by virtue ofq
Hence, what remains in the innermost summation is the term linear inq σ . This term, however, is independent of ρ, the next-level index. Since the constraint lets it assume the other free value (after µ and ν have been fixed) than ρ, the total effect is the same as with σ → ρ replaced, thus
where the bracket multiplying
is just 2 ρ =(µν)q 2 ρ . Since a constrained product would be inconvenient for later use, we choose to stay with the actual form, but now we relax the constraint on ρ to differ from µ only and compensate for the additional term. This yields
ρ . In the sum over ρ the term which depends on ν has been isolated. The reason is that the other term may be pulled out of the ν-sum (this yields a factor 3), and since the constraint is the same, renaming the index ρ → ν is then legal. Applying a similar procedure to the ν-independent factor of the former term, we obtain the form
. Now it takes a couple of algebraic manipulations to arrive at the form
which is suitable to do the sum in the terms which are even in q ν . This operation yields
and upon extending the sum and compensating for the additional term one finds
which looks somewhat lengthy. As was noted by DeGrand and collaborators [17, 18, 14] , defining
Q µν ) allows for the compact form
without any constraint on ν or ρ. The general form for iterated smearing (n > 1) is
with the transverse and the longitudinal form-factor both being the product of n factors with adjacent indices summed over and the first and last index set to µ and ν respectively,
In practice only moderate n are relevant, and for n = 2 and n = 3 the explicit formulae read
but it is still clear that in general the transverse part contains a factor (1 −
A.3 EXP smearing
Here we consider the EXP/stout smearing U [20] with
a special unitary matrix by construction. Upon expanding as before we obtain
and thus (still, up to terms of order O(a 2 ))
which is just (22) with a modified parameter. Accordingly, 1-loop fat link perturbation theory for EXP/stout smearing follows from the version for APE smearing through the replacement
1 2d
. For n HYP smearings in 4D the transverse part contains the factor (1 −
n , and requiring this to be bounded in absolute magnitude by 1 leads to the two-fold condition
for each µ. Accordingly, upon summing everything over µ one finds
and then doing the sum over ρ yields the inequality
which is a non-trivial constraint on (α can be separated into one for the lower and one for the upper bound. While the former is always satisfied for positive smearing parameters, the latter takes the form
B Additive mass renormalization with filtering
Here we give a derivation of the additive mass renormalization for APE-filtered clover fermions at 1-loop order in lattice perturbation theory. We work in Feynman gauge; the effect of smearing is not just a modification of the gluon propagator, as it is in Landau gauge [11] .
For the gauge field we use the same conventions as in App. A, that is
with f (q) = 1−(α/6)q 2 andq = 2 sin(q µ /2), except that repeated indices are always summed over in this appendix. Furthermore, we use the shorthand notation
and analogously c µ = cos(q µ /2) and c 2 = c µ c µ with summation implicit. With these conventions the gluon and quark propagators (in Feynman gauge) take the form
and the two-quark (zero external momentum on one side) one-gluon coupling is V ρ ±W ρ with
where we have separated the c SW independent part from the part linear in the clover coefficient. The precise form of (50, 51) refers to the U(1) gauge theory; we will include a factor C F below.
B.1 Sunset diagram
ρα V α the part of the sunset diagram proportional to (ap) 0 follows from
and analogously for V 
SW
45.72111 13.50679 6.52280 3.84215 Table 16 : S and z X versus smearing parameter for 3 APE clover fermions with c SW = 1.
We have also performed a non-perturbative test with c SW = 1 clover fermions on our coarsest lattice, β = 5.846. We find that −am crit decreases monotonically in the range 0 ≤ α APE ≤ 0.6.
With n iter → ∞ one expects in perturbation theory that S and (z P −z S )/2 = z V −z A tend to zero. We checked this explicitly, with details given in Tab. 17. The approach seems to be monotonic in n iter ; we do not observe any oscillations. Table 17 : S and z X versus iteration number for α APE = 0.6 clover fermions with c SW = 1.
